
 
 
 
 
 
 
	

Valley Line Canopy 
Installation Stops 

Artwork RFP  
 Frequently Asked 

Questions 	
	
What is the maximum acceptable weight of the sculpture? 

- The weight is not to exceed 500 lbs per Canopy. 
- The weight distributed will dependent on connection points. The weight can be 

distributed over point loads or one a single point, other factors considering, with the 
input from project team. 

 
The drawings indicate that the sides of the canopies are available – would that still work? 

- The sides may or may not be available. The sculpture/installation can hang over the 
edges over the roof, but it can be discussed further if the artwork can be located on 
the sides of the shelters.  

 
Is there anything else planned for the rooftops? 

- Nothing except a gutter system. There are no signs or clocks being installed on the 
rooftops. 

 
Is electrical available for the lighting of artwork? 

- Electrical can be a possibility and will be discussed further once the project is accepted 
 
Community Engagement description: 

- For the proposal, provide a preliminary design/structure/framework. It is understood 
that the project will evolve and change with the process of community engagement, 
but a framework for both the project direction and the community engagement 
process will help the jury picture the process you are planning for. It is understood that 
due to community input, details may change and evolve, but there is a plan and 
structure to work towards. 

 
The Quarters stop is the only stop with a glass roof – is it possible for the artwork to be on the 
glass? 

- Potentially yes, using permanent manufactured glass processes like ceramic silkscreen 
or frit. No films will be permitted. 

 
- Artwork on the glass will affect your budget. Consider these additional potential costs:  

o art process on the glass,  
o the glass, as this is not specified in the project terms 
o delivery of the glass 
o installation of the glass (or upcharges from the contractor)  


